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ARRC formally recommends the CME Group’s forward-
looking SOFR Term Rates 
 
Simon Deane and Natalie Chan  
 
On 29 July 2021, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC), a group of private-market participants convened 
by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in 2014 to lead the LIBOR transition in the 
United States, announced its decision formally to recommend CME Group’s forward-looking Secured Overnight 
Financing rate (SOFR) and term rates (SOFR Term Rates).  
 
As regards the recommended use case scenarios for SOFR Term Rates, the ARRC announced in July that it: 
 
(a) supports the use of SOFR Term Rates for business loan activities given adapting to an overnight rate could be 

more difficult for the loan market;  
 

(b) does not support the use of SOFR Term Rates for the vast majority of the derivatives markets, except for end 
users to hedge cash products using the SOFR Term Rates; and  
 

(c) continues to recommend using other forms of overnight and averages of SOFR where possible. 
 
The recent announcements by the ARRC represent a major step towards market preparedness for transitioning away 
from LIBOR settings (all but 1-month, 3-month, 6-month and 12-month USD Libor) by 31 December 2021.  
 
For more details on the formal recommendation of SOFR Term Rates by the ARRC, please see here. 
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Protection of Facility Agents in the case of Erroneous 
Payments  
 
Simon Deane and Randy Lam 
 
In the recent US case of In Re Citibank August 11, 2020 Wire Transfers (Revlon), the New York federal court held that 
lenders in a syndicated loan were not obliged to return an erroneous payment made by the syndicated facility agent due 
to the ‘discharge for value’ principle, which operated as a successful defence to unjust enrichment (click here for the full 
decision). Although this decision is being appealed, market participants have started to include express contractual 
protection for facility agents if the agent makes an erroneous payment. 
  
In the light of Revlon, the Loan Syndications and Trading Association (LSTA) in the US published optional model clauses 
protecting facility agents in such cases, accessible here (LSTA member login required).  
 
Similarly, on 30 June 2021, the Loan Market Association (LMA) in the UK published an optional ‘Erroneous Payment 
Clause’ (Clause) to assist market participants in cases where the parties commercially agree to provide the facility agent 
with express contractual protection if it makes an erroneous payment. The Clause provides for: 
 
(1) an obligation on the party receiving the erroneous payment to return the payment to the facility agent, together 

with, optionally, interest; 
 

(2) an optional time limit on the facility agent’s ability to demand return of the erroneous payment; and  
 

(3) a waiver of any available defence or set-off that the relevant party may have in relation to the erroneous payment.  
 
The Asia Pacific Loan Market Association (APLMA) has also adopted the LMA approach to erroneous payments and 
recommends to members that they may wish to adopt the language contained in the LMA guidance note.   
 
The LMA has emphasised that whether to include the Clause in a facility agreement is a commercial decision for the 
parties. If included, the Clause would supplement the existing, extensive protection offered to facility agents in LMA 
facility agreements, such as the broad indemnities and clawback provisions. For lenders, the practical effect is likely to 
be to impose an additional administrative burden on them as they would be compelled to hold any erroneous payments 
in a suspense account until they are certain the facility agent will not request the return of the funds. Although the Clause 
will prevent facility agents from having to rely on a restitution claim to recover an erroneous payment, they should continue 
to ensure there are sufficient internal checks in place to prevent payment errors from occurring in the first place.  
 
The LMA guidance note is accessible here: link (APLMA member login required). 
 
 

Hong Kong Monetary Authority issues draft Guideline for 
Banks on Climate Risk Management 
 
Simon Deane and Crystal Choi 
 
On 20 July 2021, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) issued a draft guideline on climate risk management for 
consultation with the banking industry with comments due by 20 August 2021. The guideline includes expectations on 
governance, strategy, risk management and disclosure.  
 
Governance: The board of directors of the bank has primary responsibility for a bank’s climate resilience, including 
oversight of the development and implementation of its strategy for addressing climate-related issues, and how the bank 
embeds climate-related risks in its risk management framework. 
 
Strategy: Banks should embed climate considerations throughout the strategy formulation process. A process should 
be in place to define and document the climate-related risks that are assessed as most relevant to the bank – including 
both internal and external factors. 
Remuneration policy and practices should also be consistent with banks’ climate strategy, for example, by linking 
achievement of climate-related targets with the evaluation of variable remuneration. 
 

https://www.nysd.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/2021-02/20cv6539%20Citibank%20Opinion.pdf
https://www.lsta.org/content/erroneous-payment-provision/
https://www.aplma.com/documentation?category=0&topic=11&type=1&link_id=nzMxlgWVQ6ayJ
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Risk management: Banks should incorporate climate-related risk considerations into their risk management framework, 
and establish effective risk management processes to identify, measure, monitor, report, control and mitigate climate-
related risks.  
 
Disclosure: For banks which are local subsidiaries or branches of foreign banks, they may rely on the disclosure 
arrangement at the group or head office level. A “comply-or-explain” approach may be adopted by banks, taking into 
account the significance of the bank’s operations in Hong Kong and the materiality of climate-related risks exposed to 
the bank. 
 
More details of the draft guideline can be found here. 
 
 

Cross-Agency Steering Group announces next steps to 
advance Hong Kong’s green and sustainable finance 
strategy 
 
Simon Deane and Randy Lam 
 
The Green and Sustainable Finance Cross-Agency Steering Group co-chaired by the HKMA and the SFC (Steering 
Group) announced on 15 July 2021 the next steps to advance its strategy to bolster Hong Kong’s position as a leader in 
green and sustainable finance and help transition the financial ecosystem towards carbon neutrality. The Steering Group 
will focus on (i) climate-related disclosures and sustainability reporting, (ii) carbon market opportunities and (iii) the new 
Centre for Green and Sustainable Finance (Centre). 
 
Climate-related disclosures & sustainability reporting: The Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) and the Hong 
Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKEX) will collaborate with the Financial Reporting Council and the Hong Kong 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants to work on a roadmap to evaluate and potentially adopt a new standard which 
would be built on the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures framework. 
 
Carbon market opportunities: The Steering Group has set up a Carbon Market Work Stream co-chaired by the SFC 
and HKEX to assess the feasibility of developing Hong Kong as a regional carbon trading centre to strengthen 
collaboration in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area.  
 
Centre for Green and Sustainable Finance: The Steering Group has launched the Centre to help the financial industry 
manage the risks and capture the opportunities presented by climate change. It will serve as a repository for resources, 
data and analytics which support the transition to a more sustainable development pathway. 
 
For more details on the aforesaid announcement by the Steering Group, please see: link. 
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https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-functions/banking-stability/supervisory-policy-manual/GS-1_for_consultation_20Jul2021.pdf
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/news-and-media/press-releases/2021/07/20210715-4/?_cldee=c2ltb24uZGVhbmVAZGVhY29ucy5jb20uaGs%3d&recipientid=contact-da976b443fd9e911a2d302bfc0a8017c-082cf79b0db8460c85b97dc133131b94&esid=6043fd4c-23f0-eb11-bacb-002248206899
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